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in astrological insights we assign the nature of a person's chart with the
natal chart. we can indicate by the position of the sun on a natal chart
how that person may behave at any time in his/her life. the position of

the sun at a particular time of day gives us more, and different,
information than the position of the sun at other times of the day. we

have created our own unique system of astrological chart interpretation
to enable the placement of the sun on the natal chart to be used more
effectively to predict specific financial market and other events. we call
this unique interpretation process astrological insights. as you will see
from the following two snapshots of the mercury retrograde table we

created, we use the position of the sun on the natal chart to predict the
mercury retrograde time period for each day of the year. we also forecast

other important mercury retrograde events such as the timing of the
mercury retrograde period and the degree of the mercury retrograde. the

astro-insight mercury retrograde table lets you enter the significant
events for your natal mercury, including whether it is retrograde, how
long the retrograde will last, and which planet will be retrograde. then,

we create a program called the mercury retrograde update program that
takes the information from the astrological insights tables and forecast
which days the retrograde will be active and then the upcoming planets
will retrograde. as we predicted the new moon and full moon activities in

the astrological insights table, we put all this information into a stock
market update program that allows us to forecast the activity of the new

and full moons and every other day throughout the year.
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sun-based fire v9 license key incorporates different more tallies, extra
convenience parts, more interpretive substance, and invigorating new

sorts of sensible showcases. it is an outstanding astrological application
for windows that takes two or three years of programming to create. it is
a world wide pioneer, having been delivered in 1992. the free version has

limited access to some components, but the pro version has complete
package, most prevalent astrological functions, and the capacity to

utilize the the limits of sun-based fire v9 crack. astrologers who have
been using sun-based fire v9 license key could have no doubt about its

extraordinary fixing substance, which was conveyed in 1992 with
astonishing capacities that retain until today. it is, in the long run, the

essential product that imparts prosperity to anyone who has it. according
to the current version of the time chart, the celestial globe with the sun
outlined in it is the standard projection for this system, thus, all times of
solar fire 9 are given in the time zone of the server of the pc. all times
and the system's dates are in the gregorian calendar. rather than give

utc times, i give them in local time zones. solar fire 9 has a weak sense of
inconvenience, being completely non-appealing and removing regular

interfaces from the top-down. it has 100% compatibility with any
program that uses a microsoft interface, and can work with or without
the windows operating system. the main consumer-oriented feature of
solar fire's charts is its lively and uncomplicated to work with time map

component that gives us or our clients the opportunity to make a day-to-
day chart or comparative chart. to create such a chart, choose your

starting date and the ending date, and then point the main menu to the
area of interest (the charted day, week, month, annual, etc.) in which you
wish to view the chart. within the chart area, select the area of interest,

and the area's colors and positions on the map will be displayed. the area
of interest can be defined by most measured distances (at least 25
meters) that cover the area of interest in an interesting way - for

example, by using the vertical dimension as the abscissa and the north-
south dimension as the ordinate, or by using the horizontal dimension as
the abscissa and the east-west dimension as the ordinate. 5ec8ef588b
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